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Key information
Category

Viewability: Mobile Web

Product Owner Statement

Oracle Moat, part of Oracle Advertising, helps brands, agencies, publishers, and platforms
solve their biggest media measurement challenges across digital and TV. The measurement
suite includes solutions for ad verification, attention, brand safety, advertising effectiveness,
and cross-platform reach and frequency.

ABC Audit Opinion

In our opinion Oracle is capable of counting viewable impressions in accordance with the
ABC Viewability Product Principles (Version 6, effective July 2018) for the scenarios
indicated under the ABC Test Results on page 2 of this report.
In this context "capable" means that, once configured correctly, the product consistently
measures and reports as expected under the relevant scenarios.

Contact details
Oracle
https://www.oracle.com/cx/advertising/

More Information

www.abc.org.uk/audit-services/viewability
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This certificate is supported by the following organisations
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ABC Test Results (Mobile Web)
PRODUCT DISCLOSURE

VIEWABILITY PRINCIPLE

BANNER

VIDEO

200 milliseconds.
100 milliseconds
available on client
request.

200 milliseconds.

1.3

The product must take time measurements at a defined minimum frequency. The industry recommendation
for desktop banner content is once every 100 milliseconds and the industry recommendation for desktop
video content is once every 200 milliseconds. If the product takes time measurements less frequently than
the above, this is allowed but must be disclosed.

2.3

The product vendor must disclose any scenarios where modelling is used to estimate viewability instead of
the product measuring it directly.

None used.

None used.

2.4

The product vendor must disclose any user-initiated actions, such as clicks, used as a proxy for viewability
and explain the steps taken to ensure that counting such actions does not inflate counts, for example
through double counting.

None used.

None used.

The container and
player events.

3

Product vendors must discose whether they measure the content itself or the container.

The content, or the
container for rich
media.

4

Product vendors must discose at what point the measurement of viewability occurs in relation to asset
render, i.e. whether pre, during or post delivery of the content creative.

Measurement occurs
once the ad has
rendered

Video measurement
begins post-buffer,
after the first frame of
the video has played.

*Our programme did not specifically confirm these statements other than ensuring results obtained were (or were not) as expected.

Any combination of area and time thresholds.

Viewable Impression Thresholds Supported

Behaviour Scenarios
Did the product measure viewable impressions in the following behaviour scenarios?

Browsers

Ad is served within
multiple cross-domain
IFRAMEs

Page is scrolled

Browser is placed in
background

Browser is obscured by
notification tray

Banner

Video

Banner

Video

Banner

Video

Banner

Chrome Android

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Safari iOS

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

1

1

No

1

No

1

1

Video
No
No

1

1

Video player is maximised

Video
Yes
Yes

The product declared it did not support this scenario so no testing was performed
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Oracle
ABC’s Viewability Testing Programme
Objective
The objective of our testing is to verify whether a product is capable of counting viewable impressions in accordance with the ABC Viewability Product Principles
(Version 6, effective July 2018). For the purpose of this testing programme, “capable” is defined as: once configured correctly, the product consistently
measures and reports as expected under a variety of scenarios in the test environment.

Scope
The testing process involves conducting five behaviour scenario tests in a controlled environment across commonly used combinations of browser and operating
system (OS). The test environment has the following features:
‐ Testing covers mobile display content (as defined by the IAB) served in PNG format in mobile web environments and video content delivered into an HTML
player
(16:9 aspect ratio) in HTML format in mobile web environments.
‐ Tests were run on iOS 12.3.1 and Android 9
‐ The following browsers were used: Safari and Chrome
‐ A variety of time and area thresholds were tested when measuring viewable impressions.
‐ Testing for the first behaviour scenario covered up to three cross domain iFRAMEs.
‐ Scenarios were consistent for all products.

Out of Scope
Our testing does not guarantee that the product will function in all browser or device combinations in live environments.
It should be noted that:
- Testing does not cover large custom display ads as noted in ABC Viewability principle 5.
‐ Testing was at a point in time, on a limited scale in our controlled environment and therefore does not reflect real life conditions.
‐ Separate testing for desktop environments is available. In-App mobile testing is not yet available.
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